




SCBH is located is in the unique historic center, making it easy to visit the main landmarks 
and attractions. Despite of being on Spaccanapoli, the city’s beating artery of the Naples’ 
social life, only a few steps away from the wealth of historic buildings and parks, the 
hotel dwells in a peaceful and soothing atmosphere. Discover Naples’ secret places and 
views and enjoy the courtesy of our staff. Santa Chiara Boutique Hotel will provide an 
unforgettable stay at one of the best four-star hotels you will have ever experienced. 

SANTA CHIARA BOUTIQUE HOTEL 
ENJOY THE LUXURY





The Santa Chiara Boutique Hotel is placed in the historic Palazzo Tufarelli, a XVII building, 
along Spaccanapoli the famous street that bisects the city of Naples and a departing 
point for tours. Restored frescoes original wall-paper blend with a modern design 
creating an intimate and relaxing environment. Seven suites will satisfy the needs and 
desires of any traveler. The Santa Chiara Boutique Hotel is located downtown Naples, 
within a short walking distance from the city’s main attractions such as Santa Chiara 
Cloister, San Gregorio Armeno, Piazza del Gesu, Piazza San Domenico Maggiore and 
the Veiled Christ at Cappella San Severo.

HISTORY OF PALAZZO TUFARELLI



An intimate and warm atmosphere welcomes guests staying in this suite. Elegant 
in its simplicity it is perfect for couples who want to enjoy a stay in one of the most 
beautiful cities in the world. From the window the characteristic view of Palazzo 
Venezia is truly romantic. The shower box and the bathroom are separated.

201 TYPE 
Junior Suite

DIMENSIONS
35 sqm

GUESTS
 

FACILITIES 



The large room, with ceilings with exposed beams, complete services and well-
kept furnishings make the suite a comfortable space for those staying in the 
historic center. The big window overlooking the internal courtyard makes it bright. 
An additional bed on the small loft is the ideal solution also for the family with a 
child or a group of three. The relaxation area is perfect for enjoying reading and 
sipping a good tea or coffee in front of the TV. The shower box and the bathroom 
are separated.

202 TYPE 
Comfort Suite

DIMENSIONS
35 sqm

GUESTS
 

FACILITIES 



Two large spaces one on the floor with a double bed, the other on the mezzanine 
with two single beds. The family suite 203 offers the right privacy to both the 
family and groups of friends on vacation, thanks to the large wardrobes and two 
bathrooms with shower. A unique solution to discover the city.

203 TYPE 
Family Suite

DIMENSIONS
50 sqm

GUESTS
 

FACILITIES 



Excellent choice for couples of friends who want to share the journey without having 
to give up their privacy thanks to a door that separates the two environments. 
Families or groups of friends find the ideal solution in this suite, the spaciousness 
of an apartment where modern and antique marry perfectly, without giving up 
hotel services. In the pretty living room you can spend the evening listening to 
music from the sound of vintage radio, sipping a wine or craft beer watching a 
soccer or basketball match together.

204 TYPE 
Family Double Suite

DIMENSIONS
60 sqm

GUESTS
 

FACILITIES 



Large and bright, thanks to the high ceilings of the time that embellish the 
modern design with the elegance of wooden beams and original frescoes papers. 
it has a lovely balcony overlooking the sparkling Spaccanapoli. Solution able to 
accommodate even the families with a king bed on the first floor thanks to the 
french bed on the comfortable loft.

205 TYPE 
Executive Suite

DIMENSIONS
55 sqm

GUESTS
 

FACILITIES 



Large and bright, the twin of the 205, minimalist and from the nineteenth-century 
style of the French period, thanks to the high ceilings of the era that embellish its 
modern design, it has a lovely balcony overlooking the sparkling Spaccanapoli. 
Solution able to accommodate even the families with a king bed on the first floor 
thanks to the two single beds on the comfortable loft.

206 TYPE 
Executive Suite

DIMENSIONS
55 sqm

GUESTS
 

FACILITIES 



An elegant and spacious environment where past and present give life to a 
harmonious design between classic and modern style. The remains of a bygone 
era, brought to light after careful restoration work, fascinates our guests. A large 
conversation area with two large ones sofas, of which a bed, makes the suite the 
perfect solution for the most discerning traveler, who want maximum comfort, 
want to fully breathe the history of historic homes, spend a luxurious and exclusive 
experience.

207 TYPE 
Elite Suite

DIMENSIONS
60 sqm

GUESTS
 

FACILITIES 



An intimate and warm atmosphere welcomes guests staying in this bright room 
overlooking rooftops of the historical centre. Elegant in its simplicity with a touch 
of glamour and modernity, it is perfect for those couples who want to enjoy their 
stay in one of the most beautiful cities in the world.

401 TYPE 
Superior Room

DIMENSIONS
24 sqm

GUESTS
 

FACILITIES 



The spacious environment, complete services and refined furnishings make this 
room a real apartment for our guests. The relaxation area is perfect for reading 
and sipping a cup of tea or coffee in front of the TV.

402 TYPE 
Deluxe Room

DIMENSIONS
35 sqm

GUESTS
 

FACILITIES



Small but cozy at the same time, it’s perfect to start your trip here in Naples. 
Complete with amenities such as minibar and Smart TV, Standard Room 403 is 
bright, overlooking a small balcony in the back courtyard of Palazzo Tufarelli.

403 TYPE 
Standard Room

DIMENSIONS
20 sqm

GUESTS
 

FACILITIES 





At Santa Chiara Boutique Hotel nothing is left to chance. 

Our mission is to have our guest at the center of attention guaranteeing a splendid 
welcome and a unforgettable stay. Through a voyage into the heart of a city made 
of stories and tradition, where reality intertwines with fantasy our guest will live an 
extraordinary experience. With this mind, we have selected the best tours and 
partnerships from art, to gastronomy, to lifestyle, to offer our guests a custom made 
stay, with the distinctive quality that characterizes our style.

EXPERIENCE





Take a break on our  Roof Terrace of Palazzo Tufarelli, open from 7:30 to 23:30, it is a 
space dedicated to guests who want to relax take a break to enjoy the awesome city 
view. 

Do not hesitate to ask the room service a drink to make your break unforgettable.
The Roof Terrace is also a space dedicated to exclusive events during the summer.

ROOF TERRACE



FACILITIES  

Our WiFi service is active in 
every single room and common 
area, allowing you to always be 
connected also on the terrace.

WIFI

Our concierge will be at your 
disposal 24h to satisfy any request.

CONCIERGE BREAKFAST

We will wait every day for breakfast, 
offering all the delicacies of the 
Neapolitan pastry, accompanied by 
other sweet and savory delicacies. 
Kosher Certified.

TV SAT

Our choice of digital and satellite 
channels offer entertainment for 
all tastes and for all languages.

BAR AND MINIBAR

Treat yourself to a little break, alone 
or with friends, in our refreshment 
area in the bar area or directly in 
the suites.

AIR CONDITIONING

Whatever your habitat, you can 
acclimatize yourself in the total 
relaxation of your suite, letting 
yourself be lulled by a gentle breeze.



Clean rooms twice a day, towels 
always replace, at any time. You just 
have to enjoy the smell of clean.

CLEANING

TRANSFER

Best choise to visit every corner of 
this fantastic city thanks with our 
partner MyTrip To Naples.

LAUNDRY

You can request our laundry 
service and leave us dirty work.

ROOFTOP

The sunbeams will caress your 
face in the wonderful days offering 
you one of the most enchanting 
frames in the world: The Naples 
Gulf and Vesuvius.

PARKING

We have an agreement with 
Ecumano Parking h24 a few steps 
from the hotel. We are in a restricted 
traffic area, this is also a privilege.

EXPERIENCE

Discover Naples in its purest form 
to experience the city in a unique 
way, through tours and routes that 
will leave you breathless.

Your most precious memories 
will always be safe in our safes, 
with personal and secret code. 
Luggage storage free of charge.

SAFETY

WELLNESS

Not only relaxation but also 
wellness and beauty with 
professional partner Bassani Space 
able to offer exclusive services for 
the body and hair.

WINE CELLAR

You can enjoy the selection of 
Italian wine excellences with a rich 
selection of white, red, rosé and 
sparkling wines.





CONTACTS

TEL/FAX
Tel +39 081 5527077
WA +39 331 7529332
Fax +39 081 4203592

ADDRESS
Via Benedetto Croce, 23 
80134 - Napoli - Italy

MAIL
info@santachiarahotel.com

SOCIAL
Instagram - santachiarahotel
Facebook - santachiaraboutiquehotel



MEMBER


